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Abalract. The problem of nndezvous of an intrrceptor rocket vehkk thothrough 
optimal exit path with a destination rocket vehicle at a preassigned location 
on the destination orbit has been investigated for noncoaxial coplanar elliptic 
launch and destination orbit8 in an invem square gravitationid Rcld. Tbs 
cau, when launch and destination orbits am coplanar circular. is alsodiscusgcd In 
the end numerical results for renduvous have been obtained faking Earth and Mars 
orbit as launch and destination orbits respectively. 

0 = Vectorial angle 

u = Reciprocal of radius vector 

E = Eccentricity 

h = Twice the aerial velocity 

K = Gravitational p m e t e ~  
a = Angle of inclination of major axis of destination orbit with reference 

l ie ,  that is, the line joining the force centre (focus) and the pert 
centre of the launch orbit 

p = Angle of inclmtion of major axis of transfer trajectory with 
reference line 

V = Velocity ' 

y = Heading angle, that is, angle between velocity vector and local 
horizontal 

a = Length of semi-major axis 
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I = Corresponds to launch orbit 

d - Corresponds to destination orbit 

f i Cornponds to velocity-injection point - 
1- = Relates to parameters of transfer tsajectory before velocity injection . 

point - 
2 = Relates to parameters of transfer trajectory after velocity injeotion 

point 
e = D a t e s  values just after impulsive velocity change of intemept(~~ 

rocket at launch point 

f = Denotes values just before impulsive velocity change of interceptor 
rocket at velocity injection point 

g = Denotes values just after impulsive velocity change of intemptor 
rocket at'velocity injection point 

Superscripts 

(-) = relates ta optimum transfer trajectory 

Paiewonsky' has treated the problem of rocket rendezvous for a very restricted 
case of coplanar concentric cinmh orbits taking only Hohmann transfer.trajectories. 
Later, for non-coaxial coplanar elliptic orbits, the problem of interception of ajocket 
vehicle by optimal path at a preassigned point on the destination orbit by a cornmutor 
rocket vehicle launched from the pericentre of the launch orbit w solved by 
evaluating la& angle and orbital parameters of the tran~fer tmjeetorpa. In this 
context two assumFtions have been made. Firstly, that no intermediate velocity 
injection is given to the commuter rocket vehicle and swndly, that the commuter 
rocket vehicle is launched from the pericentre of the launch orbit. Both the assump- 
tions have been relaxed in the present paper which analyses the problem of rendezvous 
at a preassigned location by an interceptor r&etvehMe*with a roclcet on the 
destination orbit through optimal exit path. n6 it!temptor rocket vehicle after 
having been launched from @e launch orbit is i@pm&a velocity impulse at a 
specified intermediate space poiat to whieve rendmow. The optimum exit path 
is characterized by the minimum f-I exptnditure required in hunching and impart- 
ing intermediate velocity injection tQ the inte-i w k e t  vehicle to achieve rendez- , 
vous with the destinationmcket. 

Elements of the optimum exit path to achieve rendezvous and launch angle, that 
is, thevectorial angle of the destination rocket vehicle at the instant launch rocket 
vehicle is fired so as to achieve rendezvous with the former at the preassigned sp& 
point on the destination orbit have been investigated. Analysis for the case when 


















